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This invention relates to acrylic sheet having an attractive decorative appearance.

The process of polymerising acrylic monomers or polymer in monomer syrups in cells, generally formed from glass plates, is well known. A wide variety of coloured acrylic sheets may be produced by dispersing pigments in the monomer or the syrup.

British Patent Specification 1,080,459 discloses light-transmitting sheets which will display a clear image when the image is projected onto one side of the screen and viewed from the other side of the screen. The sheet is prepared using translucent solid particles, optionally with a colourant and allowing the solid particles to settle to a thin uniform layer in a casting cell before polymerisation is effected. British Patent Specification 744,863 discloses a similar process except in that the casting mould is provided with depressions into which the pigment is allowed to sediment before polymerisation is effected to produce a sheet with a raised pattern contrasting in relief and colour with the base of the sheet.

According to the invention there is provided a coloured acrylic sheet having dispersed therein a mixture of pigments or a pigment and a dye, characterised in that said mixture comprises a sedimenting inorganic pigment distributed non-uniformly throughout the sheet and concentrated preferentially towards one surface of the sheet, wherein one half of the thickness of the sheet contains at least 60% by weight of the non-uniformly distributed inorganic pigment with the proviso that the outer one tenth of the sheet remote from the surface towards which the inorganic pigment is concentrated may be substantially free from the inorganic pigment and a colourant selected from an organic pigment, organic dye or a non-sedimenting inorganic pigment, distributed substantially uniformly throughout the sheet, the concentration of non-uniformly distributed inorganic pigment being sufficient to give a total luminous transmittance of 0—50% if the uniformly distributed colourant were absent from the sheet and the concentration of the uniformly distributed colourant being sufficient to give a total luminous transmittance of between 0 and 90% if the non-uniformly distributed inorganic pigment were absent from the sheet, the total luminous transmittance values being measured on sheet 5 mm in thickness according to the method of ASTM D1003-59T using Procedure B. The minimum concentration of the uniformly-dispersed colourant need only be sufficient to reduce the light transmission of the clear sheet by a small extent. Thus, the maximum total luminous transmittance of the coloured sheet in the absence of the non-uniformly dispersed inorganic pigment can be as high as 90% although it is preferred that there is sufficient colourant present to reduce the transmission substantially. Very attractive sheets can be produced when there is sufficient colourant present to reduce the total luminous transmittance to zero (measured in the absence of the non-uniformly dispersed inorganic pigment).

The total luminous transmittance of the sheet of the invention is preferably lower than 10% and desirably is zero. Preferably, the non-uniformly dispersed inorganic pigment should be a material which reflects visible light, such as a finely divided metal pigment or a pearlescent pigment such as mica.

The concentrations of inorganic pigments and colourants required to give light transmission characteristics within the prescribed limits may readily be determined experimentally by applying ASTM D1003-59T to sheets prepared in the absence of the non-uniformly dispersed inorganic pigment and the colourant respectively.

By the term “acrylic sheet” is meant a sheet composed essentially of a polymer of methyl methacrylate and containing not more than 15% by weight of the polymer of units derived from other copolymerisable ethylenically unsaturated monomers. It is preferred that the other copolymerisable monomers, if any, should consist of alkyl acrylates containing up to 8 carbon atoms in the alkyl group. Small amounts of polyfunctional ethylenically unsaturated materials may be present when some degree of cross-linking is required in the sheet.

The sheet of the invention contains an inorganic pigment concentrated preferentially towards one surface of the sheet and a uniformly dispersed colourant giving a tinted transparent or translucent appearance to the other surface of the sheet. The net result is that when the sheet is viewed from the side which is not rich in inorganic pigment an apparently opaque layer is viewed through a depth of tinted transparent or translucent sheet. The general visual impression is of a 3-dimensional depth of colour.

This attractive 3-dimensional depth of colour is apparent even though the concentration of uniformly dispersed colourant may be so high as to give a substantially opaque sheet in the absence of the non-uniformly dispersed inorganic pigment), as measured on a sheet 5 mm in thickness.

The visual appearance may be enhanced further when the sheet is stretched by forming into an article, such as an article of sanitaryware.

The attractive visual effect obtained with the sheet of the invention appears to result from the distribution of the opacifying inorganic pigment within the sheet. By contrast, the use of a metallic pigment or a pigment of large particle
size, for example, of average size between 35 and 50 microns, may result in the pigment being concentrated as a continuous layer adjacent one surface of the sheet. In such circumstances the 3-dimensional effect achieved by distributing the inorganic pigment within the sheet is not obtained. In addition, the presence of a continuous layer of pigment on the surface of the sheet may give rise to cracking of the layer if the sheet is thermoformed into a shaped article. Furthermore, if an opaque layer is applied to the back of a coloured translucent or transparent sheet a less attractive appearance is obtained than from the sheet of the present invention. Similarly, if an opaque layer is applied to the back of a coloured, translucent or transparent sheet which has been stretched to form a shaped article the appearance is less attractive than a similar shaped article formed from a sheet of the present invention which has an opacifying pigment dispersed in the sheet. The present invention also has advantages over the method of applying an opaque layer to a transparent or translucent sheet in that it provides more versatility, for example, it is more convenient to have the opacifying means embedded within the sheet, rather than applying it as a superficial coating, because thermoforming such a coated sheet may be difficult or even impossible without breaking the coating.

The sheet of the invention is produced by selecting appropriate inorganic pigments, organic pigments and dyes for use in the conventional process of producing acrylic sheet by polymerising in a closed cell of the desired thickness. In the conventional process pigments or dyes dispersed or dissolved in an appropriate medium such as acrylic monomer are introduced into the bulk of the monomer to be polymerised. In a first stage this uniform mixture is partially polymerised using a free radical initiator in a stirred reaction vessel until the viscosity of the mixture has reached a value of about 0.5—15 poise. This syrup is then transferred to a cell, conventionally formed from a pair of glass plates which define the thickness of the sheet to be formed. The cell is maintained at a temperature between 40°C and 120°C until polymerisation is substantially complete. The conditions normally used ensure that the pigments or dyes remain essentially uniformly dispersed throughout the polymerising mixture.

According to a further aspect of the invention there is provided a process of forming a coloured acrylic sheet in which a polymer-in-monomer syrup containing a mixture of pigments or a pigment and a dye is polymerised characterised in that the syrup contains 1) a uniformly dispersed colourant selected from an organic pigment, organic dye or a non-sedimenting inorganic pigment and 2) an inorganic pigment said syrup being introduced into a cell for forming a sheet disposed with the plane of the cell in the horizontal position and is polymerised under conditions wherein a sheet is produced in which the colourant is uniformly dispersed and the inorganic pigment has sedimented towards the bottom of the sheet but is present throughout the sheet, with the proviso that one tenth of the thickness of the sheet on the top surface may be substantially free from inorganic pigment.

In preparing sheet according to the present invention the colouring system present in the polymerising mixture comprises an inorganic pigment selected to have physical characteristics to ensure that it sediments towards the bottom surface of the sheet when the major plane of the polymerising sheet is maintained in a horizontal position. Inorganic pigments suitable for this purpose generally have an average particle size between 1 and 50 microns. The inorganic pigment should be used at a sufficient concentration to reduce the transmission of visible light of the sheet to 0—50% as determined by ASTM D1003-59T.

The inorganic pigment should be distributed in the fully polymerised sheet so that one half of the thickness of the sheet contains at least 60% and preferably at least 75% by weight of the non-uniformly distributed inorganic pigment. It is desirable that at least 85% of the pigment is concentrated in one half of the thickness of the sheet and that the major proportion of this should be in one tenth of the thickness adjacent one surface of the sheet. The concentration of inorganic pigment required to give a transmission value within the required range is generally within the range 0.05% to 5% by weight of the sheet. The preferred range is between 0.25% and 3% by weight but will vary to some extent depending on the nature of the pigment.

In addition there should be present an organic pigment or dye or an inorganic pigment which has been stabilised so that it will remain dispersed substantially uniformly throughout the sheet during the polymerisation cycle. Techniques for treating inorganic pigments so that they remain dispersed during the polymerisation are known to those skilled in the art. Suitable concentrations of organic pigments or dyes are as low as 0.0001% or even lower. In the case of stabilised inorganic pigments, such as transparent iron oxides, the concentrations may be as high as 0.25%.

When viewed from the surface of the sheet which was maintained as the uppermost surface during the polymerisation procedure the opacity conferred by the partially sedimented inorganic pigment confers an attractive appearance and depth of colour to the remaining transparent or translucent portion of the sheet. It is desirable that a thickness of the sheet on this uppermost side of the sheet, for example the outer one tenth of the uppermost side, remote from the side in which the inorganic pigment is concentrated, is substantially free from the inorganic pigment. The appearance is parti-
cularly attractive when the organic pigment, dye or non-sedimenting inorganic pigment is used in conjunction with non-uniformly dispersed inorganic pigment which reflects light such as a finely divided metal pigment or a pearlescent pigment. Metal pigments may be present in combination with pearlescent pigments. Inorganic pigments which may be used in the process of the invention include metal pigments of the type classified as Colour Index Pigment Metal 1 and 2 in the Colour Index, revised 3rd Edition, 1975, published by the Society of Dyers and Colourists, metal oxides, metal sulphides, metal sulphates, calcined inorganic complexes and ultramarines. The pigments known as pearlescent pigments may be any of those available from pigment manufacturers such as those based on ground fish scales, lead carbonate, bismuth oxychloride or the titanium dioxide or iron oxide treated mica platelets.

The inorganic pigments, dyes or non-sedimenting inorganic pigment used for the colourant may be any material which will remain substantially uniformly dispersed in the polymerisation process. A wide variety of materials may be used depending on the colour required. Typical of the organic pigments are phthalocyanines, quinacridones and endanthrones. Typical of the organic dyes are anthraquinones, monoazo and diazo dyes and perinones. Typical of inorganic pigments which can be made in non-sedimenting form are the transparent iron oxides or cadmium sulphide. The polymerisable mixture containing the colouring system may include any of the other auxiliary materials which are normally present in acrylic sheet such as heat and light stabilisers.

The products of the invention are suitable for use as flat sheets but the attractive nature of the upper as-polymerised surface makes it a very suitable material for forming articles of sanitaryware by the known shaping processes. These processes require the sheet to be stretched to shape with consequent thinning of the most highly stretched areas of the sheet. This operation can give rise to further attractive colour effects where the variation in thickness of the sheet gives rise to a graduated or shaded colour effect. Shaped sheets used as sanitaryware may be reinforced in known manner with polyester/glass fibre compositions or may be sufficiently thick to withstand normal usage without reinforcement.

The invention is further illustrated by the following examples. In the examples the percentages of the ingredients are percent by weight of the monomer charge.

Example 1

Methyl methacrylate monomer containing 0.02% azodisobutynitrile, 1% of a pigment of the class Colour Index pigment metal 2, sold as Duragold Pala MM 12652, 0.01% anthraquinone red, 0.01% perinone, 0.005% anthraquinone blue was polymerised in a stirred vessel at 80°C until the polymer content of the mixture had reached 8% by weight of the monomer charged. The syrup was transferred to a cell formed from glass plates and designed to give a sheet 5 mm in thickness when the monomer was fully polymerised. After allowing the cell to stand for 1 hour with the major plane of the cell in a horizontal position polymerisation was completed by raising the temperature of the cell to 60°C for a period of 6 hours followed by 2 hours at 100°C.

The fully polymerised sheet was removed from the cell after cooling. The lower surface of the sheet, in the as-polymerised position, had a metallic appearance showing that the metal pigment had sedimented strongly towards this surface. When viewed from the other side of the sheet the sedimented metallic layer imparted an attractive 3-dimensional effect to the coloured transparent thickness of the sheet above the sedimented layer. The total luminous transmittance measured using ASTM 1003-59T, Procedure B was 0%. The value for an identical sheet but prepared in the absence of the colourants was also 0%.

The sheet was thermoformed into a bath blank by heating the sheet in an oven at 165°C before stretching the sheet to the desired shape with the side showing the 3-dimensional effect forming the working surface. The sheet retained its attractive 3-dimensional appearance. At the same time further attractive visual effects were introduced in the areas where the sheet has been subjected to the greatest stretching.

Example 2

The general procedure of Example 1 was repeated using a colouring system in which the metallic pigment was replaced by 2% of a pearlescent mica pigment. The extent of sedimentation of this pigment was not as great as with the metallic pigment of Example 1 but gravimetric analysis showed that more than 85% of the mica pigment had sedimented to the lower half of the sheet and that the upper 10% of the thickness of the sheet was substantially free from the mica pigment.

The sheet was formed into a bath blank as described in Example 1. To assess the effect of the presence of the pigment system on the surface quality of the sheet the bath blank was demoulded by heating to 165°C and then reshaped into a bath with the opposite side of the sheet forming the working surface of the bath. The surfaces of the sheet were examined and were found to be free from cracks or splits.

In a comparative experiment the procedure of Example 2 was repeated except in that the polymerisation was commenced as soon as possible after filling the cell. The standing time was, therefore, less than 1/2 hour. The fully polymerised sheet was found to have a much less attractive appearance than the sheet where sedimentation had been allowed to occur. The sheet had the appearance of a conventional
uniformly coloured sheet and there was no evidence of a 3-dimensional colour effect.

Example 3
The procedure of Example 1 was repeated using 2% by weight of a white pearlescent mica pigment as the inorganic pigment and 0.004% by weight of quinacridone red as an organic pigment which is to remain uniformly dispersed. The sheet was polymerised under the conditions given in Example 1. A sheet having an attractive 3-dimensional appearance was produced.

Example 4
The procedure of Example 1 was repeated using 1% by weight of a white pearlescent mica pigment as the inorganic pigment and 0.004% by weight of quinacridone red. Control experiments using a) 1% of the mica pigment alone and b) 0.004% by weight of the quinacridone red alone were carried out. The sheet containing both the mica and the quinacridone red had a very attractive appearance and depth of colour and had a total luminous transmittance of 90%. The sheet containing the mica alone had a transmittance of 12% and the sheet containing the dye only had a transmittance of 0.4%.

Example 5
The procedure of Example 4 was repeated using a mica pigment concentration of 0.5% by weight and a quinacridone red concentration of 0.0013%. The sheet containing both mica and colourant had a total luminous transmittance of 0.16%. The sheet containing mica alone had a transmittance of 20% and the sheet containing colourant alone had a transmittance of 1.1%.

Comparative example A
A blue coloured transparent poly(methyl methacrylate) sheet available from Imperial Chemical Industries Limited as 'Perspex' (Registered Trade Mark) Blue 708 having a thickness of 12 mm, a length of 1750 mm and a width of 700 mm was heated for 40 minutes in an air circulating oven. The softened sheet was then shaped into a bath by laying it over a vacuum mould, clamping the edges of the sheet and applying vacuum. The 'Perspex' shell thinned down to a thickness of less than 2 mm in some parts and in these areas the original blue tinted colour appeared less intense.

In order to accentuate the colour gradation effect so formed, two coats of Plastipur PP023 (sold by the Sericol Group Limited, London), an acrylic based spray paint was applied to the whole of the underside surface of the bath to provide an opaque coating. Although the variation in the sheet thickness gave rise to a variation in colour in the bath the attractive 3-dimensional depth of colour obtained with sheet according to the invention was absent.

Claims
1. A coloured acrylic sheet comprising a polymer of methyl methacrylate and containing not more than 15% by weight of the polymer of units derived from other copolymerisable ethenically unsaturated monomers having dispersed therein a mixture of pigments or a pigment and a dye, characterised in that said mixture comprises a sedimenting inorganic pigment distributed non-uniformly throughout the sheet and concentrated preferentially towards one surface of the sheet wherein one half of the thickness of the sheet contains at least 60% by weight of the non-uniformly distributed inorganic pigment with the proviso that the outer one tenth of the sheet remote from the surface towards which the inorganic pigment is concentrated may be substantially free from the inorganic pigment, and a colourant selected from an organic pigment, organic dye or a non-sedimenting inorganic pigment distributed substantially uniformly throughout the sheet, the concentration of non-uniformly distributed inorganic pigment being sufficient to give a total luminous transmittance between 0 and 50%, if the uniformly distributed colourant were absent from the sheet, and the concentration of the uniformly distributed colourant being sufficient to give a total luminous transmittance of between 0 and 90%, if the non-uniformly distributed inorganic pigment were absent from the sheet, the total luminous transmittance values being measured on sheet 5 mm in thickness according to the method of ASTM D1003-59T using Procedure B.

2. A coloured acrylic sheet according to Claim 1 characterised in that the concentration of uniformly distributed colourant is sufficient to give a total luminous transmittance of between 0 and 10%, if the non-uniformly distributed inorganic pigment were absent from the sheet.

3. A coloured acrylic sheet according to either of Claims 1 or 2 in which one half of the thickness of the sheet contains at least 75% by weight of the non-uniformly distributed inorganic pigment.

4. A coloured acrylic sheet according to any one of the preceding claims in which one half of the sheet contains at least 85% of the non-uniformly distributed inorganic pigment and the major proportion of this is present in one tenth of the thickness of the sheet adjacent one surface of the sheet.

5. A coloured acrylic sheet according to any one of the preceding claims in which the concentration of non-uniformly distributed inorganic pigment is between 0.05% and 5% by weight of the sheet.

6. A coloured acrylic sheet according to any one of the preceding claims in which the non-uniformly dispersed inorganic pigment is selected from finely divided metal pigments of the type classified as Colour Index Pigment Metal 1 and 2 in the Colour Index, revised 3rd Edition, 1975, published by the Society of Dyers and Colourists, metal oxides, metal sulphides,
metal sulphates, calcined inorganic complexes, ultramarines and pearlescent pigments.
7. A coloured acrylic sheet according to any one of the preceding claims in which the uniformly dispersed colourant is selected from phthalocyanine, quinacridone, endanthrone, anthraquinones, monoazo or diazo dyes or a perinone.
8. A shaped article formed from a coloured acrylic sheet according to any one of Claims 1 to 7.
9. An article of sanitaryware formed from a coloured acrylic sheet according to any one of the preceding claims the sheet being formed so that the surface of the sheet which is remote from the surface towards which the non-uniformly dispersed pigment is concentrated forms the exposed surface of the article of sanitaryware and the concentration of uniformly dispersed colourant being such that the inorganic pigment is visible through the exposed surface of the sheet.

**Patentansprüche**

1. Gefärbte Acryplatte, welche aus einem Polymer von Methacrylatbesteht und nicht mehr als 15 Gew.-% bezogen auf das Polymer, Einheiten, die sich von anderen kopolymerisierbaren äthylenisch ungesättigten Monomeren ableiten, enthält, wobei in der Platte ein Gemisch aus Pigmenten oder einem Pigment und einem Farbstoff dispersiert ist, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das Gemisch ein sedimentierendes anorganisches Pigment, das unlöslich in der Platte verteilt und be- vorzugt in der Gegend dener Oberfläche der Platte konzentriert ist, wobei eine Hälfte der Dicke der Platte mindestens 75 Gew.-% des unlöslich in der Platte verteilt anorganischen Pigments enthält, mit der Maßgabe, daß das äußere Drittel der Platte, welches von der Oberfläche abgewandt ist, zu, an der das anorganische Pigment konzentriert ist, weitgehend frei von anorganischem Pigment sein kann, und ein aus einem organischen Pigment, einem organischen Farbstoff oder einem nicht-sedimentierenden anorganischen Pigment ausge- wähltes Färbebemittel, das im wesentlichen unlöslich in der Platte verteilt ist, umfaßt, wobei die Konzentration des unlöslich in der Platte verteilt anorganischen Pigments ausreicht, um bei Abwesenheit des unlöslich in der Platte verteilt Färbemittels die gesamte Lichtdurchlässigkeit zwischen 0 und 50% zu ergeben, und die Konzentration des unlöslich in der Platte verteilt Färbemittels ausreicht, um bei Abwesenheit des unlöslich in der Platte verteilt anorganischen Pigments von der Platte eine gesamte Lichtdurchlässigkeit zwischen 0 und 90% zu ergeben, wobei die Werte der gesamten Lichtdurchlässigkeit an Platten mit einer Dicke von 5 mm gemäß der Methode ASTM D1003-97 unter Verwendung von Prozedur B zu messen sind.

2. Gefärbte Acryplatte gemäß Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Konzentration des gleichförmig verteilt Färbemittels ausreicht, bei Abwesenheit des unlöslich in der Platte verteilt anorganischen Pigments von der Platte eine gesamte Lichtdurchlässigkeit zwischen 0 und 10% zu ergeben.
4. Gefärbte Acryplatte nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, bei der eine Hälfte der Platte mindestens 85% des unlöslich in der Platte verteilt anorganischen Pigments enthält.
5. Gefärbte Acryplatte nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, bei der die Konzentration des unlöslich in der Platte verteilt anorganischen Pigments zwischen 0,05 und 5 Gew.-% bezogen auf die Platte, liegt.


**Revendications**

1. Feuille acrylique colorée constituée par un polymère de méthacrylate de méthyle et ne renfermant pas plus de 15% en poids relativement au polymère d’unités dérivées d’autres monomères à insaturation éthylique copolymerisables, dans laquelle est dispersé un mélange de pigments ou d’un pigment et d’un colorant, caractérisée en ce que ce mélange
renferme un pigment inorganique subissant une sédimentation, distribué de façon non-uniforme dans l'ensemble de la feuille et concentré de façon préférentielle vers une face de la feuille, dans laquelle une moitié de l'épaisseur de la feuille contient au moins 85% en poids du pigment inorganique distribué de façon non-uniforme, à la condition que le dixième extérieur de la feuille opposé à la face vers laquelle le pigment inorganique est concentré puisse ne pas renfermer sensiblement de pigment inorganique, et un agent colorant choisi parmi un pigment organique, un colorant organique ou un pigment inorganique ne subissant pas de sédimentation, distribué sensiblement de façon uniforme dans l'ensemble de la feuille, la concentration en pigment inorganique distribué de façon non-uniforme étant suffisante pour donner un facteur de transmission de la lumière total entre 0 et 50% si l'agent colorant distribué de façon uniforme était absent de la feuille, et la concentration en agent colorant distribué de façon uniforme étant suffisante pour donner un facteur de transmission de la lumière total compris entre 0 et 90% si le pigment inorganique distribué de façon non-uniforme était absent de la feuille, les facteurs de transmission de la lumière totaux étant mesurés sur une feuille d'une épaisseur de 5 mm selon la méthode de la norme ASTM D1003-59T, en utilisant le Processus B.

2. Feuille acrylique colorée suivant la revendication 1, caractérisée en ce que la concentration en agent colorant distribué de façon uniforme est suffisante pour donner un facteur de transmission de la lumière total compris entre 0 et 10% si le pigment inorganique distribué de façon non-uniforme était absent de la feuille.

3. Feuille acrylique colorée suivant la revendication 1 ou 2, dans laquelle une moitié de l'épaisseur de la feuille contient au moins 75% en poids du pigment inorganique distribué de façon non-uniforme.

4. Feuille acrylique colorée suivant l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans laquelle une moitié de la feuille contient au moins 85% du pigment inorganique distribué de façon non-uniforme, la majeure partie de ce pigment étant présente dans un dixième de l'épaisseur de la feuille au voisinage d'une face de la feuille.

5. Feuille acrylique colorée suivant l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans laquelle la concentration en pigment inorganique distribué de façon non-uniforme est comprise entre 0,05% et 5% en poids de la feuille.

6. Feuille acrylique colorée suivant l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans laquelle le pigment inorganique dispersé de façon non-uniforme est choisi parmi les pigments métalliques à l'état finement divisé du type entrant dans la classification Colour Index Pigment Metal 1 et 2 du Colour Index. 3e Edition révisée, 1975, publié par la Society of Dyers and Colourists, les oxydes métalliques, les sulfures métalliques, les sulfates métalliques, les complexes inorganiques calcinés, les couleurs d'outremer et les pigments opalescents.

7. Feuille acrylique colorée suivant l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans laquelle l'agent colorant dispersé de façon uniforme est choisi parmi la phthalocyanine, la quinacridone, l'endanthrone, les anthraquinones, les colorants monoazoiques et diazoïques ou une périnone.

8. Article ou objet en forme produit à partir d'une feuille acrylique colorée suivant l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 7.

9. Article sanitaire produit à partir d'une feuille acrylique colorée suivant l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, la feuille étant mise en force de telle sorte que la face de la feuille qui est opposée à la face vers laquelle le pigment inorganique dispersé de façon non-uniforme est concentré forme la face exposée de l'article sanitaire, la concentration en agent colorant uniformément dispersé étant telle que le pigment inorganique soit visible à travers la face exposée de la feuille.